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Abstract: The singularity of artificial intelligence (AI), which transcends human intelligence 

to play the role of God, is imminent. In this context, the Chinese judicial system has gained some 

latecomer advantage, with the help of information technology, the Internet, big data, cloud compu-

ting, and AI to improve the efficiency and transparency of case handling. The trial process has un-

dergone extensive and profound qualitative mutations. This represents a challenge to the institution-

al arrangements of the modern rule of law. At this stage, we should adopt a cautious and prudent 

attitude towards the design and application of legal-expert systems as well as machine learning. Es-

pecially from the aspect of computer sentencing, it is even more necessary to avoid a rush for quick 

results, and there is no need to completely exclude the judge’s discretion and free evaluation of the 

evidence through inner conviction. The finality of the judicial power is destined to choose a correct 

final solution through a debate on the survival of the fittest mechanism. In the face of such a mod-

ern rule-of-law system, big data, cloud computing, information technology, and AI are just auxiliary 

means to achieve legal justice. It is impossible to put the cart before the horses. This is a basic prin-

ciple that we should always bear in mind. 

Keywords: artificial intelligence; judicial power; computerized judicial operation; legal rea-

soning; free evaluation of the evidence. 

 

1. Smart-design movement and new trends of China’s judicial reform 

On 17 September 2000, the Brazilian artist Eduardo Kac created the green fluorescent rabbit 

Alba with the help of French genetic engineering. This peculiar genetically modified organism has 

been marked as a breakthrough in the natural selection and evolutionary system that lasted for 4 bil-

lion years. Today, human beings can also rationally design their lives and the social structure is 

bound to change dramatically [45, p. 896-900; 11, p. 900-4; 17, chapter 20]. In short, with the 

“smart-design” movement that includes bioengineering, robotics engineering, and non-organic-life 

engineering, humans have begun to play the role of God. 

A few years later, another series of exciting pieces of news came one after another. On 11 De-

cember 2015, three researchers announced that their jointly developed artificial intelligence (AI) 

system has the flexibility of human cognition. The probabilistic program can distinguish between 

the essential and non-essential features of characters and can extract new concepts from a small 

number of cases [26, p. 1332-8]. On 15 March 2016, the AI program “AlphaGo” defeated the world 

champion Lee Sedol with a 4:1 record, causing a global sensation. On 19 October 2017, the major 

media reported that the “AlphaGo Zero” program had been developed by the company DeepMind, a 

subsidiary under the Google umbrella mastering self-learning and creativity. These facts have oc-

curred one after another, which means that, as singularity is close, AI will surpass human intelli-

gence to play the role of God. 
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From Alba to AlphaGo to AlphaGo Zero, only 17 years have passed. The digitalization and 

Internet-based social restructuring that started in the 1990s have achieved great improvements in 

only 30 years. During this period, the Chinese judicial system has gained some sort of latecomer 

advantage, using information technology, the Internet, big data, cloud computing, and AI to im-

prove the efficiency and transparency of case handling, resulting in extensive and profound qualita-

tive changes and mutations in the trial process. As a result, it must be acknowledged that the sub-

ject, standards, and procedures of ruling have presented an unprecedented scene: courtrooms seem 

like factories; the significance of the judge as a skilled judge operating on the line of operations is 

being strengthened by the weakening of the synergy and unity of the different roles of the public-

prosecutor division. All these trends pose a serious challenge to the institutional arrangement of the 

modern rule of law and it is worthy of our careful research, analysis, and consideration. This article 

attempts to present some cold thinking about the social craze which exclaims that “robot judges are 

coming” and traces the initial intention and essence of judicial-system reform.  

2. The development of AI and a legal database 

Recalling the history of research on AI, big data, and law (especially the trial system), the 

West German Ministry of Justice established a design group that specialized in the role of comput-

ers in legal practice and operational mechanisms in the late 1960s. In 1973, a database and social-

law search device called JURIS was constructed [15, p. 16; 49]. In the US, Bruce Buchanan and 

Thomas Headrick published an article about investigations into several issues in AI and legal rea-

soning [4, p. 40-62] in November 1970, which opened up a study on how to conduct computer in-

formation on legal reasoning in case management [33, p. 158-69; 6, p. 1277-301; 8]. Afterward, 

Walter Pope and Bernhard Schlink created JUDITH, a lawyer reasoning system that improves the 

quality and efficiency of legal services [41, p. 303-14]. The University of Rutgers developed the 

world’s first computer legal-expert system in 1977-TAXMAN, which deals with corporate-taxation 

issues based on the LISP programming language and facilitates the precise and rapid processing of 

large amounts of transactional work [36, p. 837-93; 37, p. 23-43; 38, p. 265-94; 34, p. 24-35]. In the 

same year, the Institute of Law of the former Soviet Academy of Sciences also launched a research 

project on automation management and related legal issues [15, supra note 3, p. 17]. From the per-

spective of the socialist economic system, enhancing planning rationality through AI and monitor-

ing the implementation of norms with precision seem to be the proper methods [56]1. The research-

ers at the RAND Corporation’s Civil Justice Center, D. A. Waterman and M. Peterson, developed 

the Legal Decision-making System (LDS) [53; 54, p. 65-76; 55, p. 212-26]. The Imperial College of 

the University of London, UK, realized human-computer dialogue in the practice of nationality law 

with the help of the reasoning function of the programming language PROLOG. The reasoning 

function realizes a human-computer dialogue about nationality law [35, p. 51-8; 47, p. 370-8]. At 

about the same time, Japan’s Institute of Electronics Technology (now the Industrial Technology 

Research Institute) has also developed patents including substantive and procedural law and their 

interrelationships programmed in the KRP programming language [40]. In 2001, the US Supreme 

Court officially launched the Case Management and Electronic Archives System (CM/EAS) [60, p. 

69-83; 13, p. 50-6; 58]. According to the statistics, by the end of 2014, the system included more 

than 1 billion searchable litigation documents covering 13 federal appeal courts, 94 federal district 

 
1 But the famous legal economist Professor Xu Chenggang clearly pointed out at the 2nd Wild Hillside China Economic 

Forum that “using big data and artificial intelligence to build a planned economy will not work.” See Xu (2017). 
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courts, 90 federal bankruptcy courts, and several federal specialized courts, and has formed a vast 

judicial database [44]. 

In China, the use of computer systems to establish a legal database, representative of the con-

ception of auxiliary trial business, may be traced in the work of Gong Xiangrui and Li Keqiang pub-

lished in the Law Journal 1983, “The Computerization of Legal Work”. Perhaps the earliest relevant 

practice is the one I have seen at the Law Department of the Peking University Law School; some 

postgraduate students started a foreign-related legal inquiry system in 1985 under extremely simple 

conditions. The evolutionary version of this query system is the well-known Chinese legal database 

of sentences and regulation called “Peking University Talisman” (www.pkulaw.cn). I remember 

that its early slogan was “e law, 0 distance.” [61]2. In 1986, the subject of the “Sentence Compre-

hensive Balance and Computer-Aided Sentencing Expert System” hosted by Shanghai legal schol-

ars Zhu Huarong and Xiao Kaiquan was approved by the National Social Science “Seventh Five-

Year” research project. In 1993, Professor Zhao Tingguang from Wuhan University Law School led 

the development of a practical criminal-law-expert system consisting of three parts: an auxiliary 

qualitative system of the consulting and retrieval system, an auxiliary sentencing system, and a 

function of retrieving legal standard information and reasoning and judgment on cases. The system 

has been adopted by more than 100 courts, procurators, and law firms [18]. As we all know, after 

the 1990s, the development of digital information technology created the global “Cyberspace,” the 

large-scale “Netizen,” and “the e-People”. “International crimes on the Information Highway are 

increasingly active, and hacker-like anarchism continues to spread” [7, p. 4-5; 29]. In 1999, the 

Ministry of Public Security of China set up a computer-management and supervision department 

and deployed a large number of “cyberpolice” [31] patrolling electronic space, using electronic-

information-detection systems to detect criminal acts and collect evidence. “E-Detective” is also 

quite effective [24, p. 94]. The concepts of “network society” and “network law” also entered the 

field of mass media. 

3. Technological innovation of computerized judicial operations 

The Internet and digital information technology also provide important leverage and opportu-

nities for the innovation of China’s judicial methods and judicial-system reform. In general, the in-

frastructure construction of the traditional style of courts is time-consuming and laborious. It is nec-

essary to install and manage a large number of laws and regulations, jurisprudence, and litigation 

files, and to expand office space and staffing accordingly, but computer systems and multimedia 

can help. The Chinese judicial institutions with relatively backward conditions have achieved a 

leap-forward development. The virtualizing administration of justice can also solve the specific 

problems of an insufficient number of qualified judges, insufficient judicial funds, and the spread-

ing of judicial corruption with a low uniformity in the application of law. In my opinion, it is with 

these considerations that the “Five-Year Reform Outline of the People’s Court” promulgated by the 

Supreme People’s Court on 20 October 1999 took the use of information technology and the estab-

lishment of the online trial system as important parts of judicial reform [21, p. 222-35]. 

The first five-year plan of reform aimed, through using information technology, to strengthen 

the modernization of the court’s office and further improve the judicial efficiency and management 

level of courts, emphasizing that “the trial court should be equipped with security inspection, court 

 
2 In recent years, Zhang Lixing established a “legal laboratory” for information retrieval and AI, and launched several 

kinds of legal-robot products. 
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text entry, recording and video-recording, projection, closed circuit television monitoring system 

and other corresponding technical equipment.” This requires all levels of courts to “basically realize 

the computer and other modern technical means in the trial records, litigation documents, court per-

sonnel management, file management, statistical-data processing before the end of 2001” as well as 

the implementation of other aspects such as speeding up the computer information network and 

communication, construction, and unified network application software. It took three years to com-

plete the computer network between the Supreme People’s Court and the high- and middle-level 

people’s courts, and strive towards establishing a national court computer network system. Case 

management, information, and statistical-data collection and transmission are included in the net-

work system to improve the scientific and technological content of the various management work of 

the people’s courts. It also stipulates that: by the end of 2000, the Supreme People’s Court will 

complete the reform of the judicial statistical indicator system for various cases. As well, explore 

the establishment of modern judicial statistics work and management that meets the needs of the 

People’s Court for Trial Management and has rapid response and macro analysis capabilities sys-

tems [43, p.69]. 

In 2002, the Supreme People’s Court enacted the “Regulations on the Construction of the 

Computer Information Network System of the People’s Court” and the “Plan for the Construction 

of the Computer Information Network System of the People’s Court,” convened at the National 

Conference on Information Construction of Courts, and launched the “National Judicial Trial In-

formation System Project.” These reforms laid the foundation for the large-scale use of big data, 

cloud computing, the Internet, information technology, and AI in the trial process. 

It can be seen here that the Chinese Court Reform Program expects multimedia and digital in-

formation technology to play the following three main functions: (1) as a “tool for trial activities,” 

to help judges and lawyers to obtain litigation materials and record the results of the inspection; (2) 

as a “device for court management,” to save and transfer trial data, master the trial in a timely way, 

and produce court documents through audio and video recordings, etc.; and (3) as the window of 

“real-time observation” of the process of case handling, and judicial hearing being visualized and 

supervised by public opinion on live broadcast. To ensure that these functions are fully utilized, rel-

evant courts at all levels have formulated relevant rules and regulations. For example, the Computer 

Network Management Rules of the Haidian District People’s Court of Beijing (implemented in 

April 1998) stipulate that all courts must conduct various records and case counts simultaneously 

with the trial. The trial data input shall be uniformly managed by the Computer Unit of the technical 

room and quarterly surveys and spot checks of information quality shall be carried out at any time. 

For this reason, the judges’ clerks and administrators are also tested for their information-processing 

skills and penalties are set for negligence [2, p. 203-6]. In addition, the research and development of 

the computer legal-expert system and the judicial administrative-support system were also officially 

put on the agenda [30]. By 2003, the “China Trial Law Application Support System” had been pro-

moted throughout the country. In 2004, the Supreme People’s Court set up the first electronic and 

intelligent court. It is not difficult to imagine that, from the end of the 1990s, what the French social 

thinker Michel Foucault had thoroughly analyzed, the rational and precise power relations, the mi-

cro level of regulation, organization, efficiency, mechanized landscapes, and how to use computer 

systems and digital information technology as levers in China’s courts at various levels, gradually 

unfolded and finally became a grand view. 

4. Experiments and arguments around computer sentencing 
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The most radical manifestation of the judicial AI was in 2006: the Shandong Province started 

to use a criminal-trial-expert system in the Zichuan District Court and in local courts at all levels to 

implement computer sentencing. It became sensational news internationally. The main reaction of 

overseas legal professionals and the media at the time was that they were amazed at the extremely 

bold innovations of Chinese courts in trialling AI and had considerable fear of automated judgments 

using mouse clicks. Because criminal proceedings are related to human life, freedom, national 

goals, and social justice, compared with civil and commercial law, here it is more necessary to re-

tain personal evidence and the scope of influence. More importantly, it is necessary to strengthen 

the comprehensive understanding and detailed insight into the specific factual relations and con-

texts, and these elements are more difficult in cases carried out by mechanized technology [22; 23; 

3; 27; 28; 9; 50; 16; 51; 19; 1]3. 

From the view point of Chinese legal traditional culture, we can find that the basic character-

istic of the legal system lies in the absolute legal sanction of the serious case and the mechanized 

and detailed provisions of the judicial discretion. I pointed this out in 1993 when I published an ex-

tended paper on “The Meaning of Legal Proceedings” and I have stated the following critical ob-

servations: All generations of criminal laws were set in the same way, almost ruling out the scope of 

sentencing. Unfortunately, electronic computers had not been invented at that time. Otherwise, the 

expert system software of automatic sentencing might have been designed by our ancestors…. To 

prevent and limit the arbitrariness, China has adopted more stringent measures than the West. Its 

motives may be understandable, but its effects are terrible because our country represses choice as 

well as its willfulness, which is the value of the [legal] process [20, p. 97-8]. 

I did not expect that, some ten years later, or even earlier, someone would use the tools of the 

information-technology era to fill the regrets of the past. The software for automatic sentencing and 

the time between the elements and the effects are some choices that have been added to the situation. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that, in China, computer punishment is easy to be accepted and quickly 

popularized because it is based on the precondition and catalyst of the inherent way of thinking. 

There is also an evident direct cause, which is that the quality of handling cases in judicial ac-

tivities is quite variable: the abuse of discretion, judicial corruption, miscarriage, and even the “yin 

and yang sentence” of two conclusions [56]4 that have greatly shaken public confidence in the judi-

ciary. It also encourages the objectivity, neutrality, and certainty of computer sentencing. So, the 

judges and the parties are trying to use the light of science and technology to illuminate the black 

box that allows discretion and informal operation, and use computers to guarantee the fairness, effi-

ciency, and precision of the trial. From the introduction of the “Rules for the Implementation of 

Standardized Sentencing for Hundreds of Common Crimes” compiled by the Zichuan District 

Court, it is possible to find the reciprocal effect between Montesquieu’s standard image of a judge 

like a vending machine and the traditional way of thinking that sentences are automatically given in 

accordance with the provisions of the articles. Here, it may also be concluded that a judicial-mirror 

 
3 For details, see Ji (2006); Ji (2007). The reason for the incident is that the “Beijing News” published a message on 23 

May 2004 that caused concern and controversy in China; see Beijing News (2004). The general situation at that 

time can be found in the report in Legal Daily (2004). Computer sentencing is once again eye-catching because of the 

report of Legal Daily (2006). The Suichuan court explores the standardization of criminal-trial sentencing. There are 

many related introductions and discussions in China, such as Democracy and Legal Times (2006); Southern Metropolis 

Daily (2006). For the reaction of international public opinion, see Haines (2006); Tech Republic (2006); IT Media 

News (Japan) (2006); Amazing News (Japan) (2006). 
4 For a typical example of the coexistence of true and false judgments, see Xinhua News (2006). 
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principle of judgment strictly corresponds to the same case of law. If you think at the level one 

more deeper layer, there has also been a change in the understanding of the nature of a trial by try-

ing to replace the common language with a professional common language (to compare facts and 

conduct rigorous arguments according to legal requirements), as much as possible to exclude the 

effects of emotional factors and ambiguous connotations on inference. The promotion of computer 

sentencing in Shandong courts has produced the intention and objective effect of making legal jar-

gon more standardized with the help of computer language. For example, Zichuan District Court 

President Wang Jiandong said that the rural, mountainous region of a judge’s professional quality is 

generally low, the discretion is often abused, and, under such conditions, the use of sentencing 

software to handle cases (“In essence, people are constrained by institutions” [50, supra note 24]) 

will keep the trial more in line with the unified professional standards. In such a sense, the effort is 

certainly worthy of a full evaluation. 

Nevertheless, we should adopt a cautious attitude towards the design and application of legal-

expert-system software, especially from the aspect of computer sentencing, and it is also not neces-

sary to completely exclude the judge’s mind and discretion. To ask why, the answer is: first, any 

legal-expert-system software makes a pure legal-positivism presupposition. The computer deals 

with the syllogism reasoning in the content of the legal text and the conditional reasoning of “re-

quirement-effect.” It can also deal with the similarity between the case characteristics and the basic 

case features retrieved by the database and make propensity reasoning and judgment [42, p. 97-122; 

25, p. 65-71]. However, it is impossible to properly represent the meta-rules that determine the or-

der of the pros and cons of effective specification. Computer sentencing can largely exclude subjec-

tive arbitrariness in exercising discretion, but it also excludes speculations including natural law, the 

protection of rights, natural and human nature, and some critical factors such as teaching less and 

focusing more on prevention; it also tends to exclude policy-adjustment mechanisms such as inter-

est considerations. Second, the standardization embodied in computer sentencing is bound to ignore 

local knowledge, context, specific situations, and the “webs of significance” as key elements for 

legal judgment. To some extent, it may be argued that tacit knowledge indicates the boundaries or 

limitations of computer legal-expert-system and AI trials. 

Moreover, Chinese statutes have always been marked by simple slogans and there is no short-

age of space for interpretation; the connotation and extension of each concept have not yet been 

completely unified. For example, only the obligation clause has different expressions such as 

“should” and “must.” The principle of fair liability with Chinese characteristics and the often-used 

terms such as “reasonable” and “predictable” play an extremely important role in legal reasoning, 

but the relevant matters are not given in the legal provisions and do not have a clear definition. Ad-

ministrative and local norms are extremely complex and there are often contradictions between dif-

ferent levels and departmental regulations, making integration work extremely difficult. All these 

realities are suitable for computer processing. Conversely, if the dialogue and communication be-

tween the inside and outside of the court are formatted and fixed through the machine in such a 

state, it is likely to hinder the development and improvement of legal hermeneutics, reasoning tech-

niques, professional education, and the ethical attitude of the judge, making the justice flow a sim-

ple intellectual game of retrieval and speculation. If such primary system software is only used to 

support trials and to reduce the search burden and avoid omissions to a limited extent, it is not only 

unobjectionable, but also strongly supported. But, once the judges are required to form a judgment 

based on this, and even automatically generate judgments, it will inevitably lead to endless trouble. 
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It is also necessary to point out that the current database of legal knowledge in China is in-

complete [52; 39; 59]5. The core of computer sentencing is the legal-reasoning system and the ac-

cumulation of research results on legal reasoning is extremely weak in China. Under such circum-

stances, if the simple method of formalizing the relevant provisions and adding several explanatory 

rules is adopted, then, when the software is executed, it would be easy to appear as if the knowledge 

itself does not circulate, but the program falls into a useless loop. It is also difficult to properly han-

dle negative performance. If the vocabulary reserves are not enough, the combination of the legal-

knowledge database and the inference engine can easily lead to meaningless searches. If there are 

multiple legal-knowledge databases, how to make them compatible with each other and to eliminate 

the integration of contradictions and conflicts and effective consistent control is also a difficult and 

important topic, which requires significant time and effort to achieve progress. Moreover, the law is 

constantly being revised, and updating the knowledge database and adjustment of the interpretation 

rules also need to be carried out. In the network structure, if the redefinition of a certain item is ne-

glected, it is possible to multiply the error and cause the automated processing to be abnormal. This 

will also lead to high costs for the construction and maintenance of legal-expert systems. 

It would be a mistake to try to use “the US Federal Sentencing Guide” as a defence for mecha-

nized trials. The nature of “the Federal Sentencing Guide” is closer to a technical manual on how to 

exercise discretion. On the one hand, the informal “quote” of past sanctions within the court and the 

ambiguous judgment were previously clearly defined as far as possible. It is stipulated in the guide, on 

the other hand, that many standards of policy adjustment have been established for the precision and 

flexibility of the judiciary (e.g. the principle of giving priority to the relief of victims and the various 

elements of the aggravation or mitigation of sanctions against corporate crimes)6. It is particularly 

worthy of attention that this judicial technical-operation rule has obvious moral orientation, human 

rights philosophy, and policy thinking, and is subject to constitutional review [14; 10]. In China, a 

more similar phenomenon is the judicial interpretation of the Supreme Court’s specific criteria for de-

termining the magnitude of sentencing and calculating the amount of compensation, as well as the 

Guidelines of Sentences recently tried by some courts. There is not much substantive connection with 

the computer automated-processing-software system. Since the purpose of computer sentencing is to 

pursue precise trials, then the expert system software itself must be able to withstand sophisticated 

trials and judges must have the quality to avoid human mistakes such as misleading the mouse or the 

fat-finger problem. This is a conclusion that can be inferred without a computer. 

5. Litigation-information systems and wisdom courts 

With computer sentencing at different levels of the trial, aided information systems are also 

developing. From 2007 to 2017, Chinese courts at all levels were rapidly entering the information 

age. In 2007, the Supreme People’s Court published the “Decision on Comprehensively Strengthen-

ing the Informationization Work of the People’s Courts,” followed by the formulation and issuance 

of the “Code for the Construction of the Information Court of the People’s Court Trial Court (Tri-

al).” On the basis of summing up the practical experience, the Supreme People’s Court issued the 

“Basic Requirements for the Informationization of the Trial Court of the People’s Court” in 2011 

 
5 This issue is also plagued by legally developed countries. For the weak foundations of similar expert systems, the 

challenges of software development, and the various efforts and specific solutions to overcome barriers, see Thomasset 

(1989); see also Natsui (1993), Part 3, chapter 3; Yoshino (2000), especially chapters V, VI. 
6 For the ins and outs of the US Federal Sentencing Guidelines, the basics, and recent controversies and amendments, 

see US Sentencing Commission website (https://www.ussc.gov/guidelines (accessed 20 September 2006)). 
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and promulgated the “Several Opinions on Promoting the Construction of the Three Platforms for 

Judicial Openness” in 2013 and the fourth judicial administration in the country. For the first time, 

the concept of “big data, big pattern, big service” was put forward. On 1 August 2014, the Supreme 

People’s Court opened the China Trial Process Information Open Network and a litigation-service 

network at the end of the year. At the end of December 2015, the lawyers service network platform 

was opened. Since 2015, the informationization process has accelerated again. The Five-Year De-

velopment Plan for People’s Courts’ Informatization Construction (2016-20) and the Five-Year De-

velopment Plan for the Informationization of the Supreme People’s Court (2016-20) were simulta-

neously released. Soon, the Judicial Big Data Co., Ltd. was formally established and the “Faxin-

China Legal Application Digital Network Service Platform” was officially launched. In July of the 

same year, the Supreme People’s Court first proposed the concept of a “smart court;” one year later, 

the construction of a “smart court” was included in the outline of the national informationization-

development strategy. At the Third World Internet Conference, the Supreme People’s Court took 

the lead in organizing the “Wisdom Court and Network Rule of Law Forum” and issued the 

“Wuzhen Consensus” on judicial informationization, intelligence, and networking. 

The “wisdom court” is a concept with multiple meanings and it should not be simplified as an 

“AI trial.” For example, the Shanghai No. 2 Intermediate People’s Court launched the “C2J Judge 

Intelligent Aid Case Handling System” in 2012. It has 35 subsystems including trial-work support, 

judgment-document analysis, and mobile-terminal case-handling APP (application software), in-

volving case submission, remote trial, cross-border forensics, and many other functions including 

collaborative execution. The Shanghai Higher People’s Court established the “Shanghai High Peo-

ple’s Court Big Data Information System” consisting of portal websites (intranet, extranet), a cen-

tral database, six information-application systems, 133 application software items, and a computer- 

and multimedia-system infrastructure. It implemented the concept of network three-level linkage, 

application comprehensive coverage, data generation, high information aggregation, and full re-

source sharing, and established a 12,368-litigation phone-service platform to provide various pieces 

of information to parties, lawyers, and the public [48, p.57-8]. In the same year, the Zhejiang Higher 

People’s Court launched the information-management system of the People’s Court of the province. 

In 2014, the Jiangsu Higher People’s Court established the litigation-service network “Jiangsu Le-

gal Cloud,” which not only provided information services in litigation, trial, and judicial administra-

tion, but also visualized the judgment-execution process. At the end of 2016, the Beijing High 

Court launched the “Intelligence Judge” system, known as the “robot judge” [32]. Affected by de-

velopments such as “AlphaGo” and “AlphaGo Zero,” the speech bubble around “robot judges” and 

“robot lawyers” is also expanding. Some local courts have begun to vigorously promote such deci-

sions as the automatic generation of sentences by AI. There are also innovative measures such as 

correcting the errors of judges based on big data. At the beginning of June 2017, the Central Politi-

cal and Legal Committee organized more than a dozen experts and scholars to visit Shanghai, Nan-

jing, and Guiyang to investigate the results of the pilot reform of the judicial system. The focus of 

the experience of local and various agencies has inadvertently shifted from judicial-system innova-

tion to judicial technological innovation. Wisdom courts, data courts, litigation services with inte-

grated information systems, electronic cross-examination, cloud cabinet interconnection of case 

files, intelligent voice court proceedings, discretion data cages, robot lawyers, buzzwords, new con-

cepts, and avant-garde phenomena have come out one after the other. These new improvements 

have left people both excited and worried about the risks and hidden dangers. In any case, courts at 
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all levels are becoming like a judgment workshop and judges are working mechanically as if in an 

assembly line. On many occasions, the trial has become the result of a joint decision between the 

judge and the computer engineer. The automatic generation mechanism of the judgment can easily 

lead to the data algorithm governing the judicial realm. In short, the trial space is undergoing radical 

reforms, which are vigorous and will inevitably affect the design of various legal mechanisms and 

the field of legal education in the future. We cannot but carefully observe, analyze, and comprehen-

sively evaluate the two aspects. The various ripple effects of the “Internet+” and “Artificial Intelli-

gence+” in the trial space take precautionary measures from the system and from the mind. 

6. Cold thoughts on judicial AI fever 

In recent years, with the transformation of social structure and the enhancement of citizens’ 

rights awareness, the scale of cases accepted by Chinese courts has grown at a double-digit rate 

yearly as a lawsuit explosion. As a result, the cases handled by judges have risen sharply and re-

main high. The judicial authorities have actively adopted new information technologies like the In-

ternet, big data, cloud computing, and AI to improve judicial efficiency. From Shanghai to Gui-

zhou, the local courts have alleviated the backlog of cases through the simplification and diversion 

of cases, the verification of the maximum number of cases handled by judges per year, the strength-

ening of assessment accountability, and the adjustment of the proportion of judges and trial-support 

personnel. The slogan is “efficiency” [5, p. 1-9]. It is indeed effective to reduce the load of mechan-

ical labour and improve the speed and quality of materials and data processing through computer 

information-retrieval systems and other auxiliary means. In this sense, the construction of the “wis-

dom court” has an important value and it is promising. However, if we go further and let AI exceed 

the scope of auxiliary means and apply it comprehensively to trial cases, and even largely replace 

judges’ judgments, it is very likely that the judicial power will go astray because, in cases where the 

facts are difficult, interpersonal relationships are complex, and human and emotional factors are in-

volved, judging according to legal principles, common sense, and insights, and properly handling 

them are subtle arts. Even if AI is embedded into probabilistic procedures and has deep-learning 

ability, it is difficult to make a fair and reasonable, stable, and convincing case judgment7. 

More importantly, excessive expectation or misunderstanding of AI may lead to the collapse 

of the system design of the modern rule of law, causing contradictions, confusion, and even a social 

structure that is out of control. In the modern state-governance system, the court is the calibrator of 

the relationship between government power and individual rights, and is key to the formation and 

maintenance of order. To ensure the impartiality and authority of the judiciary, judges are given the 

privilege of certain preferences in the system - obeying the law only to prevent any external inter-

ference, ensuring accountability; the final power given to the application of law and legal judgment; 

occupational security, including exemption, is provided on the premise of procedural justice. The 

reason for the legitimacy of such identity privilege is that the judge’s selection of criteria is strict 

 
7 On the evening of 15 October 2017, I was invited to give a speech and discussion at Shanghai Jiao Tong University 

Alumni Association at Microsoft Headquarters in Seattle. I discussed AI and justice with digital-information-

technology experts, legal consultants, and lawyers of the company and other multinational corporations. The relation-

ship in which everyone believes that the use of big data, search technology, and AI to develop a trial-assistance system 

to reduce the burden of transactional work is promising, but the automatic generation of robot judges and judgments is 

impossible in the foreseeable future, because the judiciary and the judgment must not only understand the laws and facts 

of the requirements, but also understand people’s minds. It must have a profound and comprehensive understanding and 

insight into the context, and resolve the disputes and consider the corresponding relationship between the ripped periph-

eral relations. 
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enough to ensure the legitimacy of their knowledge and character; the trial process is open, trans-

parent, and fair, and can prevent unprincipled compromises and black-box operation; any decision 

must go through the baptism of confrontational debates and proofs, often taking the third-instance 

final review, based on legal reasoning and full consideration. It is for these reasons that the final 

judgment is also the best time to settle any dispute. Obviously, after the trial space is reformed in an 

unrestrained “artificial intelligence+” way, such a judge’s position will inevitably be greatly shaken, 

and it may cause a comprehensive deconstruction of the judicial system and even judicial power. 

Letting AI automatically generate judgments to correct deviations in accordance with the law 

of big-data correction will inevitably form a dual structure of the trial subject and even lead to the 

pluralization of the decision-makers. In fact, there will be a situation in which the data-processing 

company of the software and the judge jointly make decisions. Once the judge and the software 

jointly function, the power boundary becomes blurred and the judicial accountability system can 

easily lose its strength. There is at least the possibility of shirking responsibility by the judge by the 

machine taking more influence in the decision of the ruling. In addition, if the wisdom court’s idea 

flows to one-sided and extreme, and popularizes the mechanism for computers to automatically 

generate judgments, it will inevitably overthrow the ruling process inside the trial. Of course, the 

computer-generated sentence is only a reference text that the judge also needs to review and correct 

but, under the double pressure of the cases accepted and the rigid period of the statutory trial period, 

plus the inertia of the person, the judge may rely heavily on the reference judgment sooner or later. 

Once such a situation is a commonplace, algorithmic dictatorship cannot be avoided. Big data will 

also make mistakes, such as quality problems and deviations in existing judgments unintentionally 

fixed, suppressing the dynamic mechanism of discovering legal rights, innovation norms, and pro-

moting institutional evolution through cases. More importantly, big data and AI will become the 

“guillotine” of the court debate, resulting in an atmosphere that “all depends on established soft-

ware, (and) face-to-face dialogue arguments are nothing,” making China inherently weak. Legal 

reasoning, legal discussion, and legal interpretation will become less important. This means a fun-

damental change in the structure and function of the modern judicial process so that judges are los-

ing the institutional and technical guarantees of “doing at will without breaking rules” in free evalu-

ation of the evidence. 

Legal data with diversified sources and expanding scales could not be perfect. Moreover, 

there are still serious quality problems in the process of rapid development in China and there are 

even problems of data fraud based on performance considerations [46]8. Under such circumstances, 

computer algorithms constitute a black box. If there is one-sided overemphasis on the application of 

big data and AI in the judiciary, it is easy to make the algorithm and inference inherit the drawbacks 

and prejudices of the original judicial practice, and some defects will even be magnified. If the in-

advertent judicial system is dominated by the algorithmic theory, then legal justice will inevitably 

be kidnapped by the algorithm and kidnapped by the data processor. To prevent such bleak pro-

 
8 According to the results of the 2015 survey conducted by Shanghai First Intermediate People’s Court, 43% of  the 

judges believed that the information collection of the case was not targeted and the degree of adaptation to new law 

was not enough; 50% of the judges believed that the information points were set too much. For some, there is no post 

application for information-point entry. More importantly, there is a lack of uniform standards for the collection and 

configuration of various pieces of information. The phenomenon of “information islanding” is serious and restricts the 

intelligent application of judicial big data. In addition, 61.59% of the judges believed that “the accuracy of case infor-

mation entry is not enough, and the key information lacks the automatic verification function.” For details, please refer 

to the research report of the research group RR (2017). 
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spects, it is necessary to use the opportunity of the court’s organization law and the revision of the 

judges’ law to clearly define the main body of the trial mechanism. Judging from the current draft 

revision of the law and the content of the discussion, the changes in the era of “Internet+” and “arti-

ficial intelligence+” have not been reflected in the legislative process in a timely and sufficient 

manner. For example, the organization law of the court does not clearly stipulate the rights and ob-

ligations of judicial assistants, which is incompatible with the current changes in the trial; the data-

processing department and computer engineers are having a profound impact on the trial of the 

case, and the court’s information-processing outsourcing business is huge. These new phenomena 

are subject to further clear definition by law. In addition, in the face of laws and computer-program 

coding, and the control of big-data algorithms, the principle of “consideration of thinking” should 

be emphasized and give sufficient space for judges to comprehensively name and make decisions. 

Furthermore, how is the automatically generated technology compatible with legal interpretation 

and legal communication, and how will AI be prevented from compressing the space for legal dis-

cussion? How can it be ensured that the three elements of the procedure, debate, and consensus in 

the era of AI are not only maintained, but also further strengthened? How can a new solid founda-

tion for the legal profession be provided? These issues must be seriously considered. 

In the new social context, in judging judicial responsibility and judicial democracy, the two 

major problems that the system design must face are how to prevent the burden of judges from be-

ing too heavy and how to prevent judges from trying to shirk their responsibility. China’s solution 

to the problem of the heavy burden of responsibility is mainly to develop the means of dispute set-

tlement outside the court or the direct democratization of the judicial system and to improve the ef-

ficiency and decentralization of responsibility by means of information technology. It is easy to 

form a channel for shirking responsibility and transferring responsibility under the condition that 

the subject of the trial is diversified and the trial standards are diversified. The computer software 

system can ensure the whole process being left in the mark and it may be able to alleviate similar 

problems to some extent. However, the practice of data cages and the automatic generation of 

judgments can easily lead to the situation of algorithms governing the trial, making the judges inca-

pable of being responsible, and it is difficult to carry out real and effective accountability for the 

results of the judges handling the case. Once the situation of algorithmic autocracy is formed, the 

meaning of court debate, appeal review, and expert discretion will be relative. The result will lead 

to the objectification of judges, the weakening of judicial authority, the deconstruction of the trial 

system, and even complete legal nihilism. 

In general, the main functions of the legal system are to form order, resolve disputes, provide 

clear expectations, and justify the value. The key to the modernization of the so-called national 

governance system and governance capacity lies in the concept of legality, the regulation of the op-

eration of public power, and the cultivation of the behaviour and mode of thinking of the govern-

ment and all people in observing legal rules. To this end, the legal system, especially the trial sys-

tem, must have sufficient rationality and neutrality to improve the efficiency and fairness of the en-

tire society. Law enforcers and judicial people have always faced various conflicts of interest and 

value. To effectively resolve conflicts, legal reasoning and legal arguments must abandon the atti-

tude of self-respect, must be good at listening to different opinions and arguments, and must make 

decisions that are universally convincing, so as both sides accept and agree. Such fundamental char-

acteristics determine the position of legal research and the purpose of legal education. For the legal-

decision process, no matter which viewpoint can be raised in an equal and open program arena, it is 
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necessary to experience the baptism of persuasive competition. In other words, the essence of the 

rule of law is to convince people, not to force people. The neutrality of judicial power is bound to 

adopt an inclusive attitude towards different interests and value judgments. The finality of judicial 

power is destined to choose a correct final solution through debate on the survival of the fittest 

mechanism. These programs must meet at least two criteria: first, they must be completely self-

consistent in logic and should never contradict each other; second, they must reflect the maximum 

common divisor of society in value judgment and have the maximum general persuasion. In the 

face of such a modern legal system, AI, big data, cloud computing, and information technology are 

just auxiliary means to achieve legal justice. 
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Смена судебной власти в Китае в эпоху искусственного интеллекта 

 

Аннотация: Сингулярность искусственного интеллекта (ИИ), который превосходит 

человеческий интеллект, чтобы играть роль Бога, неизбежна. В этом контексте судебная си-

стема Китая получила некоторое опоздавшее преимущество с помощью информационных 

технологий, Интернета, больших данных, облачных вычислений и искусственного интеллек-

та для повышения эффективности и прозрачности рассмотрения дел. Судебный процесс пре-

терпел обширные и глубокие качественные мутации. Это представляет собой вызов институ-

циональным механизмам современного верховенства права. На данном этапе следует с осто-

рожностью и осмотрительностью относиться к разработке и применению экспертно-

правовых систем, а также машинного обучения. Особенно с точки зрения компьютерного 

вынесения приговора еще более необходимо избегать погони за быстрыми результатами, и 

нет необходимости полностью исключать усмотрение судьи и свободную оценку доказа-

тельств по внутреннему убеждению. Завершенность судебной власти предназначена для вы-

бора, посредством обсуждений, правильного окончательного решения о сохранении наибо-

лее приспособленного механизма. Перед лицом такой современной системы верховенства 

закона большие данные, облачные вычисления, информационные технологии и искусствен-

ный интеллект являются лишь вспомогательными средствами для достижения правовой 

справедливости. Нельзя ставить телегу впереди лошади. Это основной принцип, который мы 

всегда должны помнить. 

Ключевые слова: искусственный интеллект; судебная власть; компьютеризированное 

судебное производство; юридическое обоснование; свободная оценка доказательств. 
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